
admix~istrative and other measures, and that the United Nations should
assist them in carr,l+ing out this programme . It is perhaps unfortunate
that the original Palestine résolution was elaborated in such great
detail because .the .need for adjustments of one kind and another early
becane apparent . The basic principles of the plan, howeveza, remain
intact, through the process of adjusting them to the circumstances and
giving them effect is by no neans complete .

It is of course most unfortunate and regrettable that violence
attended the political separation of the two coxrmiunities . The United
Nations has hovrever, never been in a position to move into the Palestine
area for the purpose of suppressing this violence by the process envisaged
imder Article 43 of the Charter . It has never, therefore, been under the
temgtation to attemPt of itself to enforce on the people•of Palestine
a solution to ._thsir political problems . Perhaps it has been fortunate for
the future of the United Nations that this has been so, for, as a eonsequence
primary responsibility for the working out of the details of the settlement
has remained with the peoples themselves who reside in that area . The
United Nations, however, has made its influence felt in other ways . Though
it has not been able to suppress vio~ nce, the Council has never wavered
from the principle that political solutions must be scught and found without
resort to force . In face of the violence whieh did occur, the Security
Council and the General Assembly showed themselves capab~ of working out
and applying technique to assist people of this area in putting an' end to
the fighting and .they have established procedures for conserving the
conditions of peace vrhen they had been restored . Finally the United Nations
has shcwrri in a remarkable degree that it can r.rake available the loyal and
efficient services of the members of its staff, and of private individuals
whose services it vras able to command, for the purpose of carrying out the
responsibilities with which it has been charged . lflhen the resolution cf
1947 was adopted, the General Assembly set the Security Council its task
and as requirements and opportimities for service developed, individuaïs
came forward in ansvrer to the callo They went willingly and with a sense of
high purpose to carry out the duties to which they were assigned . They have
done far more than merely contribute to the development of events in Palestine,
for they have demonstrated to the world heer effectively the United Naticns
organization, even though it has at its disposal not one soldier and no t
one gLm, nevertheless can aet to carry out its purposes and principles .
They have shossn that in the face of opposition and difficulty the organization
can hold persistently and patiently to its purpose which in the end it can
achieve .

ti~e greatly regret that in Palestine some of those serving the
United Nations have been called upon to give their lives . TTe have already
recognized in a meeting of the General Assemb~y the great services oi' Count
Bernadotte and of other members of the various United Nations bodies in
Palestine who gave their lives in this undertaking and we have paid our
deep tribute to their sacrifices . Tre have read with care the recent state-
nents of the Israeli Governnent concerning its investigaticn into the assassi• •
nation of Count Bernadotte, and we noted in particular the assurances of tho
Israeli delegate that the case is not closed . YIe trust that action may ye t
be taken to apprehend and punish the murderers . In this way very necessary
assurance rorill be Riven that crimes against the personnel of this organization
Rill not be overlooked . At the same tinse, a deterrent to a rèpetit ion o £
these crimes vrill be created so that in future we may be confident that the
agents of the United Nations will receive the respect ~h ich is their due .

The second main objective stated in the 1947 resolution remains yet
to be accomplished. I refer to the recormendation that, togeti•.er with
political separation, there should go the greatest degree of economie and
administrative co-operation possible amongst people of the area . The dètails
of the plan of economie union as it rras embodied in the 1947 resolution ,
did not, unfortunately, correspond to the realities of the situation as
they have developed . The objective for which economic u .^ii ..n was suggested,


